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Background:  Income Taxation of Trusts

Subchapter J generally divides trusts into 2 categories:
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Nongrantor Trusts

• Trust is separate taxpayer

• Highest marginal ordinary 
income tax rate kicks in at low 
threshold:  $13,451 in 2022

• Certain deductions and tax 
benefits unavailable to 
nongrantor trusts

• Distributable Net Income (DNI):  
Some income tax liability shifted 
to beneficiary

Grantor Trusts

• Trust is not separate taxpayer

• Deemed “owner” of trust bears 
income tax liability

• Grantor often is deemed owner

• But subcategory of grantor 
trusts exists where beneficiary is 
deemed owner



Background:  Common Grantor Trust Triggers

Subpart E of Subchapter J (IRC §§671-679)
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• Power to revoke trust – IRC §676(a)

• Power held in nonfiduciary capacity to substitute trust assets for assets 
having equivalent value – IRC §675(4)(C)

• Trustee power to add charitable beneficiaries – IRC §674(a); Madorin v. 
Commissioner, 84 T.C. 667 (1985)

• Power to borrow from trust without adequate interest or without 
adequate security – IRC §675(2)

• Non-adverse trustee power to use income to pay premiums on 
insurance on life of grantor or grantor’s spouse – IRC §677(a)(3)



Background:  Cases on Beneficiary as Deemed Owner

Mallinckrodt v. Nunan, 146 F.2d 1 (8th Cir. 1945)

• Beneficiary wife gets $10,000 from net income per year

• Beneficiary son can withdraw any net income in excess of $10,000

• Trust reports $10,000 income but gets offsetting distribution deduction

• Wife reports $10,000 income

• Rest of income must be reported on son’s income tax return

• “[T]he power to dispose of income is the equivalent of ownership of it” –
Harrison v. Schaffner, 312 U.S. 579 (1941)

• Codification as IRC §678 in 1954

Campbell v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 1979-495

• Beneficiary can withdraw net income derived from capital gains

• Beneficiary deemed owner of capital gains income under IRC §678(a)(1)
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Background:  IRC §678 – Beneficiary as Deemed Owner

a) General Rule — A person other than the grantor shall be treated as the owner of
any portion of a trust with respect to which:

1) such person has a power exercisable solely by himself to vest the corpus or the
income therefrom in himself, or

2) such person has previously partially released or otherwise modified such a
power and after the release or modification retains such control as would,
within the principles of sections 671 to 677, inclusive, subject a grantor of a trust
to treatment as the owner thereof.

b) Exception Where Grantor Is Taxable — Subsection (a) shall not apply with respect
to a power over income, as originally granted or thereafter modified, if the grantor
of the trust or a transferor (to whom section 679 applies) is otherwise treated as the
owner under the provisions of this subpart other than this section.
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Text of IRC §678:



IRC §678 Trusts:  BDOTs and BDITs

Beneficiary Deemed Owner Trust (BDOT)

• Structure to fit within IRC §678(a)(1)

• Beneficiary has withdrawal right over net taxable income

Beneficiary Defective Inheritor’s Trust (BDIT)

• Structure to fit within IRC §678(a)(2)

• Limited usage – inter vivos trust engaging in leveraged purchase

• Fund one time with $5,000

• Crummey withdrawal power fully lapses

• Rely on guarantee from other trust to support purchase of asset for 

promissory note and, arguably, avoid thin capitalization concerns
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Why Use a BDOT?

• INCOME TAX SAVINGS AND SIMPLIFICATION

• In lieu of trust that pays out when beneficiary attains certain age

o BDOT keeps assets outside beneficiary’s estate

o BDOT also provides some degree of creditor protection

• Simplify income tax reporting

• Beneficiary is in lower tax state than trustee (or settlor)

o BDOT shifts state income taxing authority from state of settlor’s or trustee’s 
residence to state of beneficiary’s residence

• More income tax deductions available
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Structuring BDOTs:  Insufficient or Less than Ideal Terms

• Distinction between mandatory distribution rights and withdrawal rights

o Enforcement mechanisms, lapses, and trustee liability issues

o Potentially different levels of creditor protection

o Distinction probably does not apply if beneficiary is sole trustee

• Granting beneficiary withdrawal right over entire trust

o Included in gross estate under IRC §2041(a)(2)

o Almost no creditor protection

• Granting beneficiary right to withdraw income

o Trust accounting income is separate portion from principal, so IRC §678(a)(1) generally would 
not apply to capital gains

o Lapse/release protection under IRC §§2041(b)(2) and 2514(e) would be limited to greater of 
$5,000 or 5% of trust accounting income – Fish v. United States, 432 F.2d 1278 (9th Cir. 1970); 
Rev. Rul. 66-87, 1966-1 C.B. 217

• Granting beneficiary right to all income, plus principal for HEMS without need to consider outside 
sources, and beneficiary is sole trustee – unclear
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Structuring BDOTs:  Suggested Terms

• Grant beneficiary withdrawal right over net taxable income

o IRC §678(a)(1) applies to any portion over which the beneficiary has the right to withdraw the 
income therefrom

• Make power exercisable from all portions of the trust, expressly including trust accounting 
income, principal, and proceeds derived from sales of principal

• Consider granting beneficiary testamentary limited power of appointment

o Reduces possibility of inadvertent completed gifts by beneficiary if beneficiary transacts with 
BDOT or if there is a release under IRC §2514(e)

• Consider structuring as hanging power

o Prevents release under IRC §2514(e)

o Limits amount includable in estate under IRC §2041(b) by preventing application of under IRC 
§2041(b)(2)

• Consider making power exercisable any time during entire year if likely that beneficiary will 
transact with BDOT

o Reduces argument that transaction should not be disregarded under Rev. Rul. 85-13, 1985-1 
C.B. 184; PLR 2020-22-002
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Comparison:  Accumulating Nongrantor Trust vs. BDOT

Assume: $1,000,000 trust assets

Trust earns $30,000 interest + $10,000 non-qualified dividends + 
$20,000 qualified dividends + $50,000 long-term capital gains

Unmarried beneficiary earns $50,000 wages
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Nongrantor Trust

Trust’s Taxes:

LTCG + QD = $12,945

Ordinary Income = $13,118

Beneficiary’s Taxes:

Ordinary Income = $  6,749

Total Taxes = $32,812

Composite Effective Tax Rate = 20.5%

Remaining Trust Assets = $1,083,937

BDOT

Beneficiary’s Taxes:

LTCG + QD = $  4,440

Ordinary Income = $15,621

Total Taxes = $20,061

Effective Tax Rate = 12.5%

Remaining Trust Assets = $1,110,000





Net Investment Income Tax (NIIT)

• Trusts subject to 3.8% NIIT on income above $13,450 – IRC §1411(a)(2)

• Individuals subject to 3.8% NIIT once MAGI is above $200,000 or $250,000 if 
joint return – IRC §1411(a)(1), (b)

• Taxpayers not subject to NIIT on active income

o More difficult for trust than individual to be active in business – Compare 
TAM 2013-17-010 (trustee, in its fiduciary capacity, must engage in 
business on regular, continuous, and substantial basis), with Frank Aragona 
Trust v. Commissioner, 142 T.C. 165 (2014); Mattie K. Carter Trust v. United 
States, 256 F. Supp. 2d 536 (N.D. Tex. 2003) (actions of trust’s employees 
and agents can be considered)

• NII can be carried out through distributions to beneficiary – Treas. Reg. 
§1.1411-3(e)(3)
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Adding NIIT to Comparison

Assume: $1,000,000 trust assets

Trust earns $30,000 interest + $10,000 non-qualified dividends + 
$20,000 qualified dividends + $50,000 long-term capital gains

Unmarried beneficiary earns $50,000 wages
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Nongrantor Trust

Trust’s Taxes:

LTCG + QD = $12,945

Ordinary Income = $13,118

NIIT = $  3,684

Beneficiary’s Taxes:

Ordinary Income = $  6,749

Total Taxes = $36,496

Composite Effective Tax Rate = 22.8%

Remaining Trust Assets = $1,080,253

BDOT

Beneficiary’s Taxes:

LTCG + QD = $  4,440

Ordinary Income = $15,621

Total Taxes = $20,061

Effective Tax Rate = 12.5%

Remaining Trust Assets = $1,110,000



Comparison: Distributing Nongrantor Trust vs. BDOT
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Assume: $1,000,000 trust assets

Trust earns $30,000 interest + $10,000 non-qualified dividends + 
$20,000 qualified dividends + $50,000 long-term capital gains

Unmarried beneficiary earns $50,000 wages

Trust distributes $110,000 to beneficiary

Nongrantor Trust

Trust’s Taxes:

LTCG = $  8,945

NIIT = $  1,404

Beneficiary’s Taxes:

QD = $          0

Ordinary Income = $15,621

Total Taxes = $25,970

Composite Effective Tax Rate = 16.2%

Remaining Trust Assets = $989,651

BDOT

Beneficiary’s Taxes:

LTCG + QD = $  4,440

Ordinary Income = $15,621

Total Taxes = $20,061

Effective Tax Rate = 12.5%

Remaining Trust Assets = $1,110,000



State Income Taxation of Nongrantor Trusts

• Some states tax trusts if settlor was a resident of state at time trust was created or became 
irrevocable

o Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, DC, Delaware, Idaho, Illinois, Louisiana, Maine, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New 
Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, 
West Virginia, Wisconsin

o Note that some of these states may require additional nexus, such as having a trustee or 
noncontingent beneficiary reside in state

• Some states tax trusts based on residence of trustee or where trust administered

o Arizona, California, Colorado, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South 
Carolina, Utah

• BDOT structure may reduce state income taxes to potentially lower individual rates or fully 
eliminate state income taxes if beneficiary is in state without income tax
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Comparison with State Income Tax (No Distributions)

Assume: $1,000,000 trust assets – Illinois settlor and Illinois trustee

Trust earns $30,000 interest + $10,000 non-qualified dividends + 
$20,000 qualified dividends + $50,000 long-term capital gains

Unmarried beneficiary in Florida earns $50,000 wages
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Nongrantor Trust

Trust’s Taxes:

LTCG + QD = $12,945

Ordinary Income = $13,118

NIIT = $  3,684

Illinois = $  7,095

Beneficiary’s Taxes:

Ordinary Income = $  6,749

Total Taxes = $43,591

Composite Effective Tax Rate = 27.2%

Remaining Trust Assets = $1,073,158

BDOT

Beneficiary’s Taxes:

LTCG + QD = $  4,440

Ordinary Income = $15,621

Total Taxes = $20,061

Effective Tax Rate = 12.5%

Remaining Trust Assets = $1,110,000



BDOT as S Corporation Shareholder

• Only certain types of trusts are eligible S corporation shareholders with the 3 most common being:

o Grantor trust (including IRC §678 trusts) – IRC §1361(c)(2)(A)(i)

o Qualified subchapter S trust (QSST) – IRC §1361(d)

o Electing small business trust (ESBT) – IRC §1361(c)(2)(A)(v)

• When BDOT beneficiary dies, trust has 2 years to requalify as eligible S corp. shareholder – IRC §1361(c)(2)(A)(ii)

QSSTs

• QSST and BDOT similarly tax individual beneficiary on S corp. income, except:

o Capital gain on sale of S corp. stock by QSST is taxed to trust – Treas. Reg. §1.1361-1(j)(8)

• QSST requires trust to distribute all income from S corp. to beneficiary – IRC §1361(d)(3)(B)

o BDOT allows, but does not require, beneficiary to withdraw net taxable income

• QSST election requires signature by beneficiary – IRC §1361(d)(2)

ESBTs

• S portion of ESBT taxed at highest marginal ordinary income and capital gains tax rates – IRC §641(c)(2)(A)

• S portion of ESBT cannot claim deduction for net operating loss (NOL) carryover from estate/trust under IRC 
§642(h)(1) – CCA 2007-34-019
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BDOT to Hold Residence for Personal Use

• Exclusion from gain on sale of principal residence – IRC §121

o Does not have to be current principal residence; 2 out of last 5 years – IRC 
§121(a)

o $250,000 for unmarried/$500,000 for married filing jointly – IRC §121(b)

o Available only for individuals/BDOTs, not nongrantor trusts – Treas. Reg. 
§1.121-1(c)(3)

• If use BDOT, consider limiting withdrawal right to capital gain from sale of 
residence

o No creditor protection concerns for currently exercisable withdrawal 
power or lapsed withdrawal power until sale

o No need to track hanging withdrawal powers every year
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BDOT for Business Interests:  IRC §179 Expense Deduction

• Immediate deduction for entire cost of depreciable business property, including certain 
real property improvements, such as roof, HVAC, and security systems, when place in 
service, up to annual limit ($1,080,000 in 2022)

• Nongrantor trust cannot elect immediate expense deduction – IRC §179(d)(4)

Example:

• Trust owns 50% membership interest in LLC

• LLC earns $1,000,000 income

• LLC invests $400,000 in machinery in January (7 years) = 14.29% Year 1 IRC §168

• LLC invests $400,000 in roof in January (39 years) = 2.461% Year 1 IRC §168

If BDOT, beneficiary taxed on $100,000 (50% of $200,000)

If nongrantor trust, only IRC §168 depreciation for 50% of LLC’s expenses:

• Trust taxed on $466,498 ($500,000 – $28,580 machinery – $4,922 roof)
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BDOT for Business Interests:  IRC §199A QBI Deduction

Deduction equal to lesser of:

• 20% of Qualified Business Income (QBI), which generally includes 
passthrough business income other than from certain professional 
services

OR

• Greater of 50% of W-2 wages, or 25% of W-2 wages + 2.5% percent of the 
unadjusted basis immediately after acquisition of qualified property 

If BDOT, beneficiary can aggregate trust’s QBI and W-2 wages with its own as 
if beneficiary directly conducted activity – Treas. Reg. § 1.199A-6(d)(2)

If nongrantor trust, QBI and W-2 wages generally are allocated among trust 
and beneficiaries proportionately with DNI – Treas. Reg. §1.199A-6(d)(3)(ii)
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BDOTs and Life Insurance

• Gift of existing policy to ILIT implicates 3-year rule for estate inclusion – IRC §2035

• Sale of policy to ILIT implicates transfer-for-value rule that may cause insurance 
proceeds to be gross income – IRC §101(a)(2)

• Sale of policy to BDOT avoids transfer-for-value rule because treated as sale to 
insured under exception of IRC §101(a)(2)(B) – Rev. Rul. 2007-13, 2007-11 I.R.B. 
684

• Sale of policy to BDOT may allow insured indirect access to cash value in policy 
while keeping outside estate

• Risks:

o Make sure no incidents of ownership that would cause estate inclusion under 
IRC §2042

o E.g., beneficiary should not serve as a trustee
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BDOTs and Capital Losses

• Nongrantor trust cannot pass through capital loss to beneficiary until 
year trust terminates – IRC §642(h)

o Workaround is to distribute in kind loss property prior to sale

• Deemed owner of grantor trust takes into account all tax items, 
including capital losses – Treas. Reg. §1.671-3(a)(1)

• QUERY:  Is BDOT beneficiary’s withdrawal right over net taxable income 
that is exercisable from trust accounting income, principal, and 
proceeds derived from sales of principal sufficient?

o Can a beneficiary have a right to a net capital loss?
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Alternative Minimum Tax Issues

• Individuals/BDOTs receive larger AMT exemptions than nongrantor trusts

• For 2022:
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Nongrantor Trust Single
Married Filing 

Jointly

AMT Exemption 26,500 75,900 118,100

Phaseout Starts 88,300 539,900 1,079,800

Complete Phaseout 194,300 843,500 1,552,200





BDOT to Preserve GST Exempt Trust Assets

• Consider granting a GST nonexempt trust a power to withdraw net taxable 
income from a GST exempt trust

• Income taxes deplete GST nonexempt trust, rather than GST exempt trust

• Trust can be deemed owner of another trust under IRC §678(a)(1) – PLR 2016-
33-021 (partial trust decanting in which Trust 1 retained withdrawal right over 
Trust 2)

• Caution on implementation in testamentary trusts:

o Will/Revocable Trust probably cannot direct assets pass to one subtrust 
and grant qualified severance GST powers to trustee because withdrawal 
power may be treated as different beneficiary interest in GST exempt trust

o Probably need formula to hard wire amounts passing to each GST exempt 
trust and GST non-exempt trust
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Limiting BDOT Application to Specific Trust Assets

• Beneficiary’s power to withdraw net taxable income can be limited to include only certain 
assets or to exclude certain assets

• Consider excluding tax-exempt income and Roth income because ensures it will remain in 
trust outside estate

o But note that municipal bond income may be exempt for Federal income tax purposes, 
but may not be exempt for state income tax purposes

• Could limit withdrawal power to net taxable income from S corporation to avoid QSST or ESBT 
election

• Could limit withdrawal power to capital gains from sales of residences

• BUT limiting complicates administration and reporting

o Expenses must be apportioned between BDOT portion and nongrantor trust portion, 
except to extent directly attributable to portion – Treas. Reg. §1.671-3(a)(2)

• Risks:  Consider estate inclusion risk if beneficiary is controlling trustee, such as ability of 
investment decisions to shift benefits
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BDOTs for Charitable Contribution Deductions

• Nongrantor trust subject to IRC §642(c) limits on charitable contribution deduction

o Must have express language in governing instrument providing for gross income to be paid, used, 
or permanently set aside for charitable purpose

o Must trace source of donation to gross income, which may be difficult if phantom income 
through mutual fund or passthrough entity

o IRC §681 may disallow deduction for portion of trust income equivalent to UBTI

• Nongrantor trust cannot carryover deduction, but individual generally can carry forward 5 years – IRC 
§170(d)(1)

• Nongrantor trust must file complicated Form 1041-A to claim deduction

• If beneficiary of BDOT directs trustee to give to charity under withdrawal power to eliminate 
intermediate step, treated as charitable contribution by beneficiary – Goldsby v. Commissioner, T.C. 
Memo 2006-274; 1.671-2(c)

• If BDOT trust instrument grants trustee discretion to make distributions to charities, consider 
fiduciary duties and advisability of seeking consents from non-charitable beneficiaries
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QTIP Trust Structured as BDOT

• Instead of granting spouse right to income distributions, consider granting spouse right to 
withdraw greater of trust accounting income and net taxable income

o “The principles of §20.2056(b)-5(f) … apply in determining whether the surviving spouse is 
entitled for life to all of the income.” – Treas. Reg. §20.2056(b)-7(d)(2)

o Sufficient that spouse has “such command over the income that it is virtually hers.”  
Satisfactory if spouse can “require distribution to herself of trust income, and otherwise the 
trust income is to be accumulated and added to corpus.” – Treas. Reg. §20.2056(b)-5(f)(8)

Advantages:

• Simpler income tax reporting:  Grantor trust vs. Form 1041 with distribution deduction

• More deductions available

• Spouse can transact with BDOT under Rev. Rul. 85-13, 1985-1 C.B. 184

o But beware of potential IRC §2519 risks if transact with QTIP

• Potentially stronger creditor protection

o But not while withdrawal power is currently exercisable in many states
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Where Nongrantor Trust May Be Better

• Ultra high net worth families

o Beneficiaries may already be in highest tax bracket

• Where beneficiary is unlikely to need trust assets

o Nongrantor trust may avoid state income tax in beneficiary’s 
state of residence if use professional trustee outside of state

o Some states have no income tax or low tax rates on trusts
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Leveraged BDOT

Sale to BDOT in exchange for promissory note

Risks:

• Qualification for bona fide sale for adequate and full consideration

• Valuation risk

o Bargain sale/gift and self-settled trust concerns if inadequate sale price

o Consider formula clauses

o Use high-quality appraisal

o Arms’-length negotiation of terms with separate legal counsel

• Bona fide debt scrutiny – enforceable with expectation of ability to repay

• Step transaction doctrine – seed gift and subsequent sale are more susceptible to 
scrutiny if very thinly capitalized
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Toggling BDOT Status

• If require consent of another party for beneficiary to be able to 
withdraw, then IRC §678 does not apply until that other party 
consents

• Could grant consent right to non-adverse trust protector

• Caution on granting consent right to adverse party, such as 
remainder beneficiary:

o May or may not be treated as general power of appointment 
for state law creditor protection purposes
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BDOTs and Hanging Withdrawal Powers

• Hanging power prevents release under IRC §2514(e)

• Even if beneficiary’s testamentary limited power of appointment would 
prevent completed taxable gift, hanging power limits amount includable in 
estate under IRC §2041(b)

Example:

• $10,000,000 trust assets

• $800,000 net taxable income

• $500,000 lapse protection (5%)

• Trust grows 20% in Year 2

If use hanging power, only $300,000 from Year 1 included in estate

If do not use hanging power, 3% included in estate due to Year 1 release grows to 
$360,000
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BDOT Creditor Protection

• Some states limit protection of lapsed powers to greater of $5,000 and 5%
(e.g., Illinois)

• Some states limit protection of lapsed powers to greatest of $5,000, 5%, and 
gift tax annual exclusion (e.g., Florida, Texas, Wisconsin)

• Some states provide unlimited protection for lapsed powers (e.g., Arizona, 
California, Georgia, Maryland, Michigan, New York)

• Some states provide unlimited protection for lapsed and currently exercisable 
powers (e.g., Alaska, Colorado, Delaware, North Carolina, South Dakota)

• Lapsed withdrawal rights may receive greater protection than mandatory 
distribution rights – Compare Univ. Nat’l Bank v. Rhoadarmer, 827 P.2d 561 
(Colo. Ct. App. 1991), with Beren v. Beren, 321 P.3d 615 (Colo. Ct. App. 2013)
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BDOT Creditor Protection continued

• Can limit right to withdraw to certain time during year, such as last 2 
weeks of year

o BUT requires care to ensure beneficiary has sole power to vest at 
particular time

o Must make forfeiture prospective only

o Beneficiary may not be able to transact with trust on disregarded basis 
during period that withdrawal power is not exercisable

• Consider cessor/forfeiture provision of precondition that there is no 
withdrawal right if beneficiary has creditor issue or is insolvent

• Alternatively, could grant toggling power to non-adverse party, such as 
trust protector having power to remove and grant withdrawal right
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